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Language became an important element in the formation of new states in Europe in the 19th century. The emphasis was on the mother tongue, the language

British Literature - Wikipedia

British literature is the written literature of the English-speaking peoples of the British Isles and their diaspora. It includes the literature of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, as well as the works of authors from the British colonies and territories that emerged within the British Empire.

EBSCO provides high-quality content and technology for public libraries, including research databases, ebooks, audiobooks, digital magazines, readers' advisories, and development tools that can help public libraries with everything from collection development to digital literacy initiatives.

British Literature - Wikipedia

British literature includes the works of poets, prose writers, and playwrights who were born in Great Britain, its former colonies, or its dominions, and whose works are predominantly or exclusively in the English language. It extends back over a thousand years, from the earliest forms of Old English poetry to the present day. British literature has been a major influence on the development of modern literature and continues to be a significant part of the world's literary heritage.

EBSCO for Public Libraries | Databases, Journals, eBooks

Why study English literature? The design of the program gives you flexibility in what you take, allowing you to match your studies to your interests. Research in English literature can provide insights into the human condition, culture, society, and history. It can also develop critical thinking and writing skills, which are highly valued by employers in a wide range of fields.

Why study Spanish and Latin American studies at Dal? Students are encouraged to work with one or more degree courses to improve their English reading. This course provides a critical overview of the major historical approaches to the study of language and translation courses catering to everyone from beginner to advanced speakers—and others focusing on Spanish and Latin American civilization, history, politics, literature, culture.

Why study Spanish and Latin American studies at Dal? Students are encouraged to work with one or more degree courses to improve their English reading. This course provides a critical overview of the major historical approaches to the study of language and translation courses catering to everyone from beginner to advanced speakers—and others focusing on Spanish and Latin American civilization, history, politics, literature, culture.

Eugene Lang College of Liberal Arts

Eugene Lang College of Liberal Arts is a public college within Columbia University, a private research university in New York City. The college offers a range of undergraduate and graduate programs, including liberal arts and sciences, business, and public affairs. Eugene Lang College is known for its interdisciplinary approach to education and its commitment to fostering intellectual curiosity and critical thinking.
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Theoretical approaches in the Field of Del. Valley Biodiversity, true story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping linked to wider history in new book

RapidFire Response

Farah Jasmine Griffin, the recipient of a 2021 Guggenheim Fellowship, is a professor of African American and African diaspora studies and English literature about race and history, said...

The Cambridge History of Black and Asian British Writing

Katie Hae-ju Kim, a professor of African American and African diaspora studies and English literature about race and history, said in his University of Nowhere Internet project – now renamed Other Schools – Elliman has found a medium that could in time become his most effective bridge yet to the...